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Abstract
This paper reviews a number of recent books related to current developments
in machine learning. Some (anticipated) trends will be sketched. These include:
a trend towards combining approaches that were hitherto regarded as distinct and
were studied by separate research communities; a trend towards a more prominent
role of representation; and a tighter integration of machine learning techniques
with techniques from areas of application such as bioinformatics. The intended
readership has some knowledge of what machine learning is about, but brief tuto-
rial introductions to some of the more specialist research areas will also be given.
1 Introduction
This paperreviews a numberof booksthat appearedrecently in my main area of exper-
tise, machine learning. Following a request from the book review editors of Artiﬁcial
Intelligence, I selected about a dozen books with which I either was already familiar,
or which I would be happy to read in order to ﬁnd out what’s new in that particular
area of the ﬁeld. The choice of booksis therefore subjective rather than comprehensive
(and also biased towards books I liked). However, it does reﬂect a personal view of
what I think are exciting developmentsin machine learning, and as a secondary aim of
this paper I will expand a bit on this personal view, sketching some of the current and
anticipated future trends. This is something of an experiment (both for the journal and
for me) and it is hopedthat readersﬁnd this kind of survey-reviewuseful. The intended
readership has some knowledge of what machine learning is about, but I will also give
brieftutorial introductionsto some of the more specialist research areas coveredbelow.
One trend that I have identiﬁed after reading up on the state of the art is towards
combiningapproachesthat were hithertoregardedas distinct andwere studiedby sepa-
rate research communities. I will brieﬂy mention a few examplesthat will be discussed
at greater length below. Support Vector Machines have roots in the neural information
processing community, because of their perceptron-like core, but also in the computa-
tionallearningtheoryﬁeld, inparticularthroughtheworkof VladimirVapnik,andthey
hold great promise for the ﬁeld of symbolic learning, by virtue of their kernel-based
feature space transformation. Graphical probabilistic models provide a very attractive
marriage of logic and probability theory, an old problem in artiﬁcial intelligence that
1has for a long time been abandoned or deﬁned away. They can also very naturally be
seen as a way of combining reasoning and learning. Molecular biologists recognise
the need for sophisticated machine learning methods for solving their sequence identi-
ﬁcation and prediction problems, and contribute to the development of such methods.
After a period in which artiﬁcial intelligence seemed to become ever more specialised,
these are very encouraging developments hinting at a renewed vitality of the ﬁeld.
Another trend is the use of richer representations, or at least to explicitly include a
logical component in the representation that can be adapted to the domain. Tradition-
ally, machine learning methods have used the so-called attribute-value format, where
an instance is described by a vector of attribute values (attributes are deﬁned implic-
itly by their position), and learned hypotheses combine constraints on attribute values
in various ways (e.g., decision trees or if-then rules). Inductive logic programming
(ILP) research aimed to develop machine learning techniques employing logic pro-
gramming representations, but for a long time the connection was rather indirect and
ILP techniques were often more familiar to logic programmers than to machine learn-
ers. Nowadays, the connection between representation and learning is explored in two
ways: either one uses a feature generation method (where features could for instance
be the numbers of occurrences of all possible subsequences in a given sequence) and
a learning method which is able to deal with very large numbers of features, such as
SupportVector Machines; or oneexploitsthe fact that attribute-valuevectorsare in fact
instances of a Cartesian product datatype, which suggests ways to extend the learner
to richer datatypes such as lists and sets. Either way, the key point is that the repre-
sentation formalism should not be compiled into the learning algorithm, but rather be
treated as an independent ingredient.
A third trend is the ‘absorption’ of machine learning techniques into application
disciplines. Machine learning has always been concerned with applications, but typi-
cally these were carried out by machine learning researchers wanting to demonstrate
the viability of their approach on a real-life problem. Nowadays, researchers in areas
such as bioinformatics are increasingly aware of the usefulness of machine learning
techniques alongside the more traditional statistical techniques that they were using
thus far. This is related to the previous point about representations, since the weak
point of statistical methods is that they disregard representation almost completely. In
parametric statistics, a ‘model’ is, e.g., a polynomial of a certain degree, and ‘learning’
or model ﬁtting is estimating the parameters of the model. Symbolic machine learn-
ing employs a more sophisticated notion of a model, and learning involves both model
search and parameter estimation. This used to be frowned upon by statisticians (the
term ‘data mining’ originally had a derogatory meaning: ‘torturing the data until they
confess’) because it would lead to overﬁtting, but although this is a real danger for any
learning approach,nowadays machine learning researchers use sophisticated statistical
techniques to validate their results. Ideally, machine learning becomes ‘just’ another
tool in the data analyst’s toolbox, which would make it one of the most successful sub-
disciplines of artiﬁcial intelligence. While we are not quite there yet, I do believe that
signiﬁcant progress has been made towards this goal. A key point in the success of
machine learning applications will be the extent to which they can be ﬁne-tuned to the
domain of investigation. The strength of off-the-shelf, domain-independent methods
is a weakness at the same time, and the more sophisticated the application domain is,
2the more the weakness will be felt. We do not need, e.g., a general-purpose distance
metric for lists; we need one which works for DNA-sequences, and another one which
works for text documents. The connection between machine learning and application
areas will be mutual: not only do the application people need to know about machine
learning, machine learners need to know about the application area – not just at the
moment of application, but already at the research level.
1.1 Plan of the paper
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 I review a number of introduc-
tory books on machine learning and data mining, varying from academic textbooks to
practical how-to guides and books written from a business perspective. Sections 3 and
4 review research areas that have recently become popular and hold promise for the
future, namely Support Vector Machines and graphical probabilistic models. Section
5 looks at some recent books that are written from the joint perspective of machine
learning and an area of application, in this case bioinformatics and ecology. Finally,
Section 6 concludes.
Before continuing, a few words of caution are perhaps in order. I have already
indicated that the sample of books reviewed below is unrepresentative, because they
have been selected according to my interests and competences. In addition, the sample
is biased because of the class distribution, which is veryskewed: I didn’tinclude books
I didn’t like. This is not because I like all machine learning books, but because this
paper is also intended as an overview of part of the state of the art in machine learning
(and also to limit the paper’s length). However, even though I generally liked all the
books featuring in this paper, I have tried to be honest and indicate any shortcomings I
found. As always when subjective judgements are involved, not everybody will agree.
While it is often customary to give the authors or editors the opportunity to add their
response to a published review of their book, I have not pursued this for the present
paper because of its scope. That being said, the book review editors have informed
me that they encourage authors or editors of reviewed books to submit their response,
should they have the wish to do so, which could then be bundled and published in a
future issue of Artiﬁcial Intelligence. Finally, I have taken the liberty of varying the
amount of words spent on each book. This is again based on subjective judgement but
I have also tried to take the reader’sinterests into account, by highlightingmaterial that
is likely to be of interest to a wider audience.
2 Introductory texts
I will start with a review of some of the introductory (text)books on machine learn-
ing and data mining that are available nowadays. Three relatively recent textbooks
on machine learning are Pat Langley’s Elements of Machine Learning (Morgan Kauf-
mann, 1996), Tom Mitchell’s Machine Learning (McGraw-Hill, 1997), and Data min-
ing: practical machine learning tools and techniques with Java implementations by
Ian Witten and Eibe Frank (Morgan Kaufmann, 2000). Among these three, Mitchell’s
book is a textbook in a more conventional sense, and also seems the more established
3one.1 Langley, on the other hand, provides a much more personal perspective on the
ﬁeld of machine learning; while I wouldn’t recommend it as the main text in a ma-
chine learningcourse, it providesexcellentbackgroundreadingand also would be very
suitable for an advancedmachinelearningcourse. The bookby Witten and Frankis ac-
companied by a suite of Java-implemented machine learning tools called Weka, which
is freely available including source code.2 While the style of presentation is more
leisurely and less academic than Mitchell’s, the Weka toolbox is eminently usable for
lab assignments and student projects. In addition, the book covers some subjects (such
as association rule learning and support vector machines) that are left uncoveredby the
other two texts.
2.1 Mitchell’s Machine Learning
Mitchell’s text follows the main paradigms in machine learning. Thus, one ﬁnds
chapters on decision tree learning, neural networks, Bayesian learning, instance-based
learning,geneticalgorithms,rulelearning,analyticallearning,andreinforcementlearn-
ing. In addition, there are more theoretical chapters on concept learning and the gen-
erality ordering (Chapter 2), statistics (Chapter 5), and computational learning theory
(Chapter 7). The exposition is usually lucid, with many examples and step-by-step
derivations of formulae.
Among the strongest part of the book I would count Chapter 2, which discusses
the generality ordering underlying almost any form of symbolic learning from exam-
ples in detail, including the version space (the set of all hypotheses consistent with the
examples seen so far), the representation of the version space in terms of its most spe-
ciﬁc and most generalboundaries,the candidateelimination algorithmfor updatingthe
version space with a new example, and the conditions under which this algorithm con-
verges to the intended hypothesis. While perhaps somewhat limited in practical value,
this provides a nice conceptual introduction to more practical learning algorithms. At
several points in the book Mitchell refers back to this chapter, e.g., when discussing
the hypothesis spaces searched by decision tree or rule learning algorithms, or when
showing that any hypothesis in the version space is a maximum a posteriori hypoth-
esis in the Bayesian sense, if we assume a uniform prior distribution over hypotheses
and deterministic noise-free data. Also, I liked chapter 5 on evaluating hypotheses and
learning algorithms (although it would improve with some re-organisation of the ma-
terial) and Chapter 13 on reinforcement learning, where the problem is to learn from
indirect, delayed feedback (e.g., a win at the end of a sequence of moves in a game)
rather than from labelled examples.
Perhapsinevitablyina bookofthisscope, thereare someweakerparts. Thechapter
on Bayesian learning is over-ambitious with its 13 sections, and tries to cover learn-
ing of Bayesian belief networks without properly explaining what these networks are
used for, i.e., probabilistic inference. Also, the chapter on rule learning is too sketchy
1From an internet search of undergraduate and graduate courses on machine learning and data mining
that we recently conducted in Bristol, it appears that a majority of the courses use Mitchell’s book as the
main text.
2The URL is http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.
4on propositional learners like CN2, while the remainder on inductive logic program-
ming could have been improved by dealing with one system only (e.g., FOIL) in some
more detail, and throwing out the unnecessarily complicated part on inverting resolu-
tion. There is a separate chapter on analytical learning which focuses on Prolog-style
partial evaluation, yet a complicated procedural description is given instead of the 4-
clause Prolog meta-interpreter which does the same job. The most obviousomission is
unsupervised learning (e.g., clustering).
These criticisms aside, this is a thoroughly usable and enjoyable textbook that has
already proved to be a classic. There is some supporting material available, including
a basic set of slides, from the author’s website.3
2.2 Elements of Machine Learning
When I called Mitchell’s book above a conventional textbook, I meant that in the best
possible sense of the phrase: it aims at providing an accessible introduction to the state
of the art in machine learning, with many pointers to the relevant literature. Lang-
ley is more ambitious: not content with “writing a text that simply reﬂected the main
paradigms within the machine learning community”, he “aimed for an organization
that would cut across the standard paradigm boundaries, in an attempt to cast the ﬁeld
in a new, and hopefully more rational, light” (p.ix). The material is cleverly organ-
ised, reﬂecting the central role of knowledge representation in learning. Thus, a sep-
aration is made between learning simple representations such as logical conjunctions
(Chapter2),thresholdconceptsincludingm-of-nconceptsandperceptrons(Chapter3),
and competitive concepts including instance-based learning and probabilistic concepts
(Chapter 4) on the one hand, and learning hierarchical organisations of such simple
representations on the other (Chapters 5 to 7). The latter include decision lists (or-
dered lists of e.g. simple conjunctive rules, where the ﬁrst rule that ﬁres is chosen),
inference networks (including logical theories, multi-layer neural networks, and prob-
abilistic networks), and concept hierarchies (including decision trees and unsupervised
cluster hierarchies, which are not covered by Mitchell). Throughoutthe text, emphasis
is placed on high-level algorithms, given as pseudo-code, that can be instantiated to
yield more familiar instances from the literature. The use of the same set of example
problems greatly helps in pointing out the similarities and differences between the ap-
proaches, and illustrates the care with which the author has composed the text. The
remaining chapters cover more advanced material, including numeric prediction (re-
gression), learning transition networks such as hidden Markov models, and the acqui-
sition of search control knowledge and macro-operators. A brief chapter on prospects
for machine learning concludes the book.
I havelearneda lot fromreadingLangley’sbook,asit providesa beautifullycrafted
unifyingview on machine learningfrom an established authorityin the ﬁeld. However,
thiskindofrationalreconstructionoftheﬁeld maynotbefullyappreciatedbysomeone
without any knowledge of machine learning, which is why I would have reservations
in recommending it as the only textbook for an introductory machine learning course.
One option is to accompany it with hands-on lab exercises introducing the student to
3http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜tom/mlbook.html
5the available machinelearningsystems andtoolboxessuch as C4.5, CN2, MLC++, and
Weka, but the book itself provideshardly any pointers to such implemented systems or
to practicalproblemsthat canbe solvedwith machinelearningtechniques. It is also not
obvious that somebody who has only read this book will be able to read the scientiﬁc
machine learning literature. In comparison with Mitchell’s book, the most obvious
omission is the lack of material on statistics, heuristics and evaluation methods that
have become so important in contemporary machine learning research. Having said
that, I warmly recommend this book to anyone with a basic understanding of machine
learning, who is interested in a novel, coherent and insightful perspective on the ﬁeld.
2.3 Data Mining with Java implementations
The book by Witten and Frank is the most recent of the three (although the year 2000
given as publication date in the colofon is not entirely accurate, since I remember
browsing through a copy late 1999). It is clearly more up-to-date in its coverage of
some topics that gained popularity relatively recently: association rule learning, sup-
port vector machines, and ROC curves for cost-sensitive learning. On the other hand,
some approaches covered in the other two books are absent from this one: neural net-
works, genetic algorithms, reinforcement learning, Bayesian networks, and inductive
logic programming. There is also a distinctly different ﬂavour to the book: whereas
Mitchell’s book is an academic introduction to the ﬁeld, and Langley’s is a scholarly
reconstruction, this book is a how-to guide with, as the authors put it, “a practical,
non-academic, unpretentious approach”. There are some marked passages with more
technical material that may be skipped without loss of continuity. The writing style is
deliberately casual but pleasant.
The organisation of the material is also different from either of the two books dis-
cussed above. Following an introductory chapter, there are chapters on the input to a
machinelearning algorithm,its output(trees, rules, etc.), the basic learningalgorithms,
quantitative evaluation of what has been learned, more detailed algorithms, engineer-
ing input and output (e.g., attribute selection, discretisation, and combining multiple
models through bagging, boosting and stacking), and more details on the Java tool-
box Weka. The concludingchapter surveys some of the expected future developments.
While this organisation of the book makes sense, it also leads to a slight imbalance, as
there is certainly a lot more to say about detailed algorithms (Chapter 6, 72 pages) than
about datasets as such (Chapter 2, 20 pages).
All main algorithms discussed in the book (decision tree learning, rule learning,
supportvectormachines, instance-basedlearning, clustering, association rule learning)
are also (re-)implemented in the Weka toolbox. The availability of this toolbox is
clearly a great asset, and I am convinced that Weka will become very popular among
machine learning lecturers, students, and practitioners (especially now that MLC++
has been turned into a commercial product and its public-domain version is no longer
supported). On the other hand, I was surprised to ﬁnd not, e.g., CN2 or Ripper as the
rule learning algorithm of choice, but a rather more obscure one which constructs one
rule at a time from a partial decision tree, extracting from it the path leading to the leaf
with the largest number of instances. While the authors report accuracies as good as
C4.5, I would have liked to see an implementation of a more mainstream rule learning
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why the authors chose to introduce yet another ﬁle format (the “ARFF” format) for
dataﬁles, where they could have chosen, e.g., the widely-used C4.5 format.
All in all, this is another excellent introductorybook on the topic. It is an primarily
a text for self-study; it is not impossible to use it as a textbook, but in my opinion this
would require quite some re-organisation of the material (the authors give no sugges-
tions for this, nor do they provide supporting teaching material). Personally, I would
suggest using Mitchell’s book as the main textbook for an introductory machine learn-
ing course, with Witten and Frank’s book as background reading and the lab projects
designedaroundthe Weka toolbox,and use Langley’sbookas one of the texts in an ad-
vanced topics course, perhaps letting the students study and present some of the more
advancedmaterial. But there is no doubt that all three booksdeserve a prominentplace
in the library of anyone who takes machine learning seriously.
2.4 Data Mining techniques for marketing and sales
From the business perspective, data mining has developed into something of a hype.
While commercial interest in data mining is in itself a good thing, as it generates inter-
est in and fundsfor data mining research, the hype-factorwill undoubtedlylead to wild
expectations and subsequent disappointments and loss of interest (similar to the expert
systems hype of the 1970s and early 80s). There is a bewildering range of business-
oriented books on data mining (Amazon reported 190 hits when I keyed in ‘data min-
ing’, and Barnes and Noble 111). However, some of these books are good reads, even
for a seasoned machine learning researcher, because they are problem-oriented rather
than technique-oriented and provide a wealth of practical and sometimes very inter-
esting data mining problems, some of which can fuel novel research. In this context,
I would like to mention Michael Berry and Gordon Linoff’s Data mining techniques
for marketing, sales, and customer support (John Wiley, 1997) which has been rec-
ommended to me by several people. I can hardly improve upon the following short
review submitted to www.amazon.com by an eminent machine learning researcher
from Australia, who writes that “[the authors’] descriptions of the techniques are clear
and accurate, and the case studies provide excellent models. The book is very well
written and has a comprehensive index.”
The book discusses seven techniques in relative detail: clustering, instance-based
learning, market basket analysis (association rule learning), neural networks, genetic
algorithms,decisiontrees, andlinkanalysis(thelatterisnotreallyalearningtechnique,
but a collection of standard computer science algorithms for analysing graph data).
Each technique is analysed in terms of their strengths and weaknesses, and when to
apply them. In addition, the authors discuss data warehousing and on-line analytical
processing, and various other topics such as measuring effectiveness of data mining
techniques, and data mining methodology. In the latter chapter, we ﬁnd the following
passage which in my opinion clearly illustrates that this is a very well-written book:
“Peopleoftenﬁndit hardtounderstandwhythetrainingsetandtest setare
“tainted”oncetheyhavebeenusedtobuildamodel. Ananalogymayhelp:
Imagine yourself back in the 5th grade. The class is taking a spelling test.
7Suppose that, at the end of the test period, the teacher asks you to estimate
your own grade on the quiz by marking the words you got wrong. You
will give yourself a very good grade, but your spelling will not improve.
If, at the beginning of the period, you thought there should be an ‘e’ at the
end of “tomato”, nothing will have happened to change your mind when
you grade your paper. No new data has entered the system. You need a
test set!
Now, imagine that at the end of the test the teacher allows you to look at
the papers of several neighbors before grading your own. If they all agree
that “tomato” has no ﬁnal ‘e’, you may decide to mark your own answer
wrong. If the teacher gives the same quiz tomorrow, you will do better.
But how much better? If you use the papers of the very same neighbors to
evaluate your performance tomorrow,you may still be fooling yourself. If
they all agree that “potatoes” has no more need of an ‘e’ then “tomato”,
and you have changed your own guess to agree with theirs, then you will
overestimate your actual grade on the second quiz as well. That is why the
evaluation set should be different from the test set.” [3, pp.76–7]4
I wish that all computer science textbooks were written like this.
2.5 Other introductory Data Mining books
The ﬁnal introductory texts I would like to mention take a slightly different perspec-
tive, byincludingthepreparationof dataas anessential step in mininglargevolumesof
data. Sholom Weiss and Nitin Indurkhya’s Predictive data mining: a practical guide
(Morgan Kaufmann, 1998) aims at providing a roadmap for developing data mining
applications. In slightly over 200 pages it covers data preparation, data reduction, and
learning. It also compares different data reduction and mining methods on experimen-
tal data, and discusses some case studies regarding the data preparation and reduction
required, and the most suitable mining methods. Apart from some statistical notation
(there is a separate chapter explaining the necessary statistical background) the expo-
sition is kept non-technical. For instance, the authors refer to the one-table data format
most machine learning methods assume as the “spreadsheet data format”, and Boolean
attributes are called “true-or-false variables” (the term ‘Boolean’ does crop up occa-
sionally, however). If you are willing to tolerate a mild form of hype (“The big data
revolution has begun”) and want to know more about the practical aspects of mining
large volumes of data, this might be the book for you. There is software available at
http://www.data-miner.com,which has to be purchased separately.
AlighterintroductiontothesubjectisprovidedbyPieterAdriaansandDolfZantinge’s
Data mining (Addison-Wesley, 1996). The authors are directors of Syllogic, an IT
company specialising in systems and data management. The book pays particular at-
tention to setting up a data mining environment, illustrated by real-life applications of
data mining developed by Syllogic. The intended readership is described as “general
4The authors are referring, of course, to a recent USA vice-president who famously, when visiting a
school, corrected a pupil who had written ‘potato’ on the blackboard by adding an ‘e’ at the end.
8management and IT managers”, and the tone is fairly pedestrian – although the au-
thors clearly have a predilection for the more philosophical side of things, leading to a
sometimescuriousmix of practical advice and interesting asides (surelythis is the only
book for managers containing a deﬁnition of Kolmogorovcomplexity?). Nevertheless,
this is a good book to read if you want to hear the data mining story from the horse’s
mouth.
3 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are a good example of the way in which current
machine learning research combines ideas from different research areas. SVMs were
introducedin the early nineties by Vapnik and co-workers[4] – bringingtogether ideas
that had been around since the 1960s – and the topic has developed into a very ac-
tive research area. Support Vector Machines combine two key ideas. The ﬁrst is the
concept of an optimum margin classiﬁer, which is a linear classiﬁer which constructs
a separating hyperplane which maximises the distance to the training points. While
linear classiﬁers date as far back as Rosenblatt’s perceptron, the important point here
is maximisation of the margin. This turns the under-speciﬁed learning problem into an
optimisation problem (without local optima) and has been shown to give very good
generalisation performance. Margin maximisation provides a useful trade-off with
classiﬁcation accuracy, which can easily lead to overﬁtting of the training data, and
thus poor performance on test data. As a consequence, SVMs are well-suited to deal
with learning tasks where the number of attributes is large with respect to the number
of training examples. In general the optimum margin hyperplane will be a linear com-
bination of the input vectors; support vectors are those training examples which obtain
a non-zero coefﬁcient, i.e., the ones that lie closest to the separating hyperplane.
The second key conceptunderlyingSVMs is the conceptof akernel. In its simplest
form, a kernel is a function which calculates the dot product of two training vectors.
This dot productarises because duringtraining we need to evaluate whether each train-
ing vector is correctly classiﬁed by the current hypothesis (a weight vector which is
a linear combination of training vectors as described above). Many linear classiﬁers
can be described in a dual form where the data only appears through the Gram ma-
trix which contains the dot products of each pair of training vectors. Intuitively, this
dot product expresses the similarity of the two training points in terms of the given
attributes (which are, for the moment, assumed to be numerical). Now, consider the
use of a feature transformation, which reformulates the input vectors in terms of new
features. Provided we have a way of calculating dot products in feature space, this
leaves the linear classiﬁer unaffected. Kernels calculate these dot products in feature
space, often without explicitly calculating the feature vectors, operating directly on
the input vectors instead. For instance, a kernel which calculates the n-th power of
the dot product of the input vectors is equivalent to the dot product of feature vectors
whose componentsare proportionalto products of n attribute values. So, while the im-
plicit feature vectors may have much higher dimensionality than the input vectors, this
doesn’t incur computational overhead,nor do we suffer from overﬁtting if an optimum
margin classiﬁer is used. Also, notice that the resulting classiﬁer is linear in feature
9space but not necessarily in input space.
Because of the similaritybetweenthe optimummarginclassiﬁer andthe perceptron
algorithm, Support Vector Machines are often seen as an extension of neural networks.
However, whereas neural networks can only indirectly incorporate backgroundknowl-
edge through their topology and initial choice of weights, SVMs offer a much more
sophisticated mechanism to incorporate domain knowledge by means of the kernel. In
a proteinsequencedomain, for instance, similarity between two sequencesis measured
in terms of their common sub-sequences (allowing gaps which result from mutation).
There are well-known dynamic programming algorithms for calculating the longest
common sub-sequences of two given sequences, which run in time proportional to the
product of the lengths of the input sequences. These algorithms can be used to deﬁne
a kernel whose implicit feature vector counts the number of occurrencesof all possible
subsequences of length n – a feature space clearly too large to be constructed explic-
itly! This example illustrates several points: (1) SVMs can deal with non-numerical,
symbolic data; (2) SVMs have, to some extent, already been upgraded to ﬁrst-order
representations such as lists; (3) SVMs are not an off-the-shelf technology,but need to
be engineered to ﬁt the underlying domain; and (4) existing algorithms can be refor-
mulated in terms of kernel methods. As another example of the last point, by taking a
Gaussian kernel which operates on the difference between the two input vectors, one
in fact implements radial basis function networks.
3.1 An introduction to Support Vector Machines
Some of the points made above have been taken from the book An introduction to Sup-
port Vector Machines and other kernel-based learning methods by Nello Cristianini
and John Shawe-Taylor (Cambridge University Press, 2000). This slim volume (less
than 200 pages) gives an excellent introduction to this rapidly developing ﬁeld. The
bookis well-written and contains many pointersto the literature (the bibliographycon-
tains 180 references). In addition, there is a website www.support-vector.net
“which will be kept up to date with new work, pointers to software and papers that
are available on-line”, as the authors remind us at the end of every chapter. The book
consists of 8 chapters, of which the theoretical Chapters 2–6 deal with linear learning
machines, kernel-induced feature spaces, generalisation theory, optimisation theory,
and Support Vector Machines, Chapter 7 deals with implementation techniques, and
Chapter 8 covers selected applications of SVMs. Each chapter ends with some exer-
cises (a reasonable starting point, but probably not sufﬁcient for the classroom) and a
section on further reading and advanced topics.
Following a general introduction, Chapter 2 explores the perceptron algorithm as a
simple linear classiﬁer, developing its dual form for use with kernels. Other issues ad-
dressedincludemulti-classdiscriminationand linearregression. Chapter3 gives a very
clear introduction to kernels and feature spaces, including a fairly technical discussion
ofnecessaryconditionsfora functiontobea kernel(Mercer’sconditions),howto build
kernels from kernels (closure properties) and from features (the above subsequence
kernel was taken from this chapter, following Watkins [19]). Chapter 4 explores the
generalisationperformanceof margin-basedclassiﬁers in the context of the PAC learn-
ing model (probably approximately correct learning) and Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC)
10theory, which relates generalisation performance to the capacity of a hypothesis space.
The PAC model is distribution-free, in the sense that the learner is required to perform
well without knowing the distribution governing the selection of training and test ex-
amples. This model is often felt to be too restrictive, as many learnability results are
negative. In contrast, SVMs are designed to take advantageof benigndistributions: the
margin measures how helpful the example distribution is. This leads to data-dependent
error bounds that involve the margin but not the dimensionality of the feature space.
It has already been mentioned that Support Vector Machines are optimisation algo-
rithms, and Chapter 5 is devotedto optimisationtheory,includingLagrangemultipliers
and quadratic programming. Chapter 6 then puts everything together: “Support Vector
Machines are a system for efﬁciently training the linear learning machines introduced
in Chapter 2 in the kernel-induced feature spaces described in Chapter 3, while re-
specting the insights providedby the generalisation theoryof Chapter 4, and exploiting
the optimisation theory of Chapter 5”. This chapter also deals with soft-margin clas-
siﬁers, which are able to deal with data that are not linearly separable in feature space
because of noise. Chapter 7 deals with implementation techniques, concentrating on
Platt’s SequentialMinimal Optimisation(SMO).Finally, Chapter8 describes a number
of successful applicationsof SVMs in the domains of text categorisation, image recog-
nition, hand-written digit recognition, and bioinformatics. The results are generally
impressive, but the chapter does not contain enough detail to really understand what is
going on. The book is concluded by two appendices containing pseudo-code for the
SMO algorithm and background mathematics, an extensive bibliography, and a not so
extensive index.
On the whole, the book has a mathematical ﬂavour, as both authors come from
computational learning theory. That being said, I found the material generally acces-
sible and well-explained. In particular the ﬁrst three chapters already equip the reader
with a good understanding of the general issues, but there is also a wealth of more
advanced material throughout the book. I would have liked to see a better separation
between introductory and advanced material (e.g., starred subsections). There is also
some material towards the end of Chapters 3, 4 and 6 connecting Bayesian learning
with Gaussian processes which is not well explained and seems unrelated to the core
of the book. As a ﬁnal indication that the organisation of the material could have been
improved, I mention the fact that the term ‘support vector’ is only explained on p.97,
half-way through the book! In other words, the book gives a rational reconstruction
of the topic, which is ﬁne for somebody already familiar with it but probably less ap-
propriate for a novice. But these are minor quibbles: this is an excellent and timely
introduction to an exciting subject, with all the potential of becoming a standard refer-
ence.
3.2 Advances in kernel methods
More advanced material can be found in Advances in Kernel Methods: Support Vec-
tor Learning,e d i t e db yB e r n h a r dS c h¨ olkopf,ChristopherBurgesand AlexanderSmola
(MIT Press, 1999). The bookarose from a workshopon SVMs held at the 1997 Neural
Information Processing Systems conference. The book starts off with a nice and short
(15 pages) introductory chapter on Support Vector learning, and a 6-page roadmap to
11the remaining papers in the collection, both written by the editors. The book consists
of 4 parts: Theory, Implementations, Applications, and Extensions of the algorithm.
The ﬁrst part opens with a paper by Vladimir Vapnik, somewhat enigmatically enti-
tled “Three remarks on the support vector method of function estimation”. The three
remarks concern possible extensions of the method (the chapter could therefore also
have been included in Part 4). The ﬁrst of these is related to the geometry of the sup-
port vectors:
“...theremayexistmoreadvancedmodelsofgeneralizationthenthatbased
on maximization of the margin. The bound on the error depends on the
expectation of the ratio of two random variables: the radius of the sphere
that contains the support vectors, and the margin. It is quite possible that
by minimizing this ratio one can control the generalization better than by
maximizing the margin. Note that in high dimensional feature spaces,
where the SV machine constructs hyperplanes, the training set is very
sparse and therefore the solution that minimizes this ratio can be quite
different from the one that maximizes the margin.” [17, p.35]
The second possible extension is transductive inference, which improves prediction
performanceon a giventest set by takingthe distribution of test examplesinto account;
and the third is to use support vector regression for estimating conditional probabili-
ties or densities (in Vapnik’s words: to use the solution of a simple problem to solve
a more difﬁcult one). Other chapters in the Theory part study generalisation perfor-
mance, Bayesian voting schemes, and geometry and invariance in kernel-based meth-
ods, among others. As might be expected in a part dealing with theory, some of these
chapters are very technical.
The second part of the book deals with Implementations, and contains three pa-
pers. The ﬁrst, by Linda Kaufman, deals with methods for solving the quadratic pro-
gramming (QP) problem underlying support vector learning. The second, by Thorsten
Joachims, describes the techniques used in SVMlight, an SVM implementation capable
of dealing with large training sets, with memory requirements linear in the number of
training examples and support vectors, and a least-recently-used caching strategy for
kernel evaluations.5 Finally, John Platt’s chapter details his Sequential Minimal Opti-
mization (SMO) training algorithm, which the editors generously describe as SVM’s
backpropagation:
“Here is an algorithm that is easy to understand, easy to implement (the
chapter even lists pseudocode), and trains an order of magnitude faster (in
some cases) than a conjugate-gradient implementation of a QP-optimizer.
It is ourhope that, due to its simplicity and speed, this algorithmwill make
SVMs accessible to a muchlargergroupof users, and that the encouraging
results will withstand the test of a wide range of data sets.” [16, p.20]
The SMO algorithm operates by heuristically breaking the optimisation problem down
into a series of smallest possible QP problems, each involving two Lagrange multipli-
ers, which are then solved analytically. Again, the memory requirements are linear in
5SVMlight is available at http://www-ai.cs.uni-dortmund.de/svm_light/.
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included in an appendix to [5]. All three chapters demonstrate the improvements their
optimisations yield on various benchmark problems.
The third part of the book concerns applications such as dynamic reconstruction
of chaotic processes and time series prediction. This part also contains a nice short
paperby Ulrich Kreßel aboutusing SVMs for multi-classprediction,not – as is usually
done – by training on each class against all others, but by pairwise classiﬁcation. The
author shows empirical improvements on the often-used handwritten digit recognition
dataset. This paper is one of the few in the volume with direct relevance outside the
SVM approach – in fact, I wouldn’t be surprised if it had been tried before in other
machine learning approaches as well (the author does not discuss related work).
Part 4 deals with extensions of the algorithm. Here, I would like to mention two
chapters: Kristin Bennett’s work on decision trees where the decisions are SVMs; and
Scho¨ olkopf et al.’s chapter on Kernel Principal Component Analysis, i.e., computing
principalcomponentsin high-dimensionalfeature spaces that are related to input space
by a non-linear map. The book is concluded by an extensive bibliography and a basic
index. Generally, this is a well-produced book (witness the combined bibliography
which requires a lot of effort from both authors and editors). Perhaps inevitably in a
book of this kind, there is some repetition of material. Also, I am not quite sure how
wellthisbooksucceedsincoveringall andonlymostimportantdevelopmentsin SVMs
(as its title suggests). On the whole, however, this is a very useful resource for people
wanting to ﬁnd out what current-day SVM research is about.
3.3 Statistical learning theory
For a really in-depth study of the support vector method and associated techniques,
there is Vladimir Vapnik’sbook Statisticallearningtheory(John Wiley & Sons, 1998).
I will not attempt a review of this mighty volume, but I would like to draw the reader’s
attention to the ﬁnal chapter. Rather than collecting historical and bibliographical re-
marks at the end of each chapter, they have been assembled together here, resulting
in a personal, very readable and highly instructive overview of the development of the
ﬁeld, from Popper, Kolmogorovand Fisher as intellectual fathers, via perceptrons, VC
theory, Ockham’s razor, Bayesian inference, and backpropagation, to support vectors,
kernel methods, and an epilogue proposing to concentrate on inference from sparse
data as the key problem, taking into consideration “physical factors” which hold for
our speciﬁc world, in which we have to solve our applied tasks.
I am convinced that the ideas embodied in Support Vector Machines, and kernel
methods more generally, will prove to be very fruitful for the further development of
machine learning as a ﬁeld of research. Kernels allow non-symbolic learning methods
to deal with symbolic and structured data. While SVMs are black-box classiﬁers, they
assignweightstofeaturesinhigh-dimensionalfeaturespacesandthuscouldbeusedfor
feature construction in combination with symbolic approaches such as inductive logic
programming. Also, because of the close connection between similarity (as measured
bya kernel)and distance, kernelscouldbe usedin distance-basedclusteringand classi-
ﬁcation methods. In this respect I was slightly disappointed that the issue of distances,
and more generally the intuitive interpretation of what a kernel computes (beyond the
13mathematical intuition), is almost completely ignored in the books referred to above.
As a more general critique, the development of some of the material is sometimes
overly(and unnecessarily) mathematically involved,and some of the terminology(e.g.
‘structural risk minimisation’) is fairly obscure for somebody coming from a symbolic
machine learning viewpoint. Nevertheless, I encourage anyone interested in current
developments in machine learning to take a look at the SVM literature, and the books
I mentioned provide good starting points.
4 Graphical probabilistic models
Just as kernels can be used to add logical structure to non-symbolic learning methods,
graphrepresentationscanbeemployedtocombinelogicalandprobabilisticknowledge.
The resulting models are usually called graphical probabilistic models, or graphical
models for short. Graphical models became popular after Judea Pearl published his
seminal book Probabilistic reasoning in intelligent systems in 1988 [14], and have
been a very active research topic for the last decade.
In general,a probabilisticmodelis some encodingof a jointprobabilitydistribution
over a set of random variables. Given such an encoding, probabilistic inference then
amounts to calculating the conditional distributions of the dependent variables, given
the values of the observed variables and marginalising out the remaining non-observed
variables. Of course, such brute-force inference is exponential in the number of ran-
dom variables, and therefore intractable in the general case. Most graphical models
explicitly encode independence assumptions among subsets of the variables, allowing
decompositionof the joint probabilitydistribution. For instance, accordingto the chain
ruleofprobability p
(ABC
)
=p
(A
)p
(B
jA
)p
(C
jAB
); if we knowthatC is independentof
B given A, this reduces to p
(ABC
)
=p
(A
)p
(B
jA
)p
(C
jA
). This independence assump-
tion can be graphically depicted as the directed acyclic graph B
  A
!C. Assuming
that all variables are Boolean, this reduces 7 entries in the joint probability distribution
of ABC (the 8th one can be determined from the requirement that they all sum to 1) to
1 entry for A, 2 entries for B
jA (1 for each value of A) and likewise 2 entries forC
jA).6
A variety of graph representations is used to encode independence assumptions,
and the terminology is diverse and somewhat bewildering. Directed acyclic graphs
are referred to as Bayesian networks, belief networks, causal networks or inﬂuence
diagrams, while their undirected cousins are called Markov random ﬁelds. Notice that
a totally unconnected graph represents independence among all variables and thus the
biggest computationalgain, whereas a fully connectedgraph (relative to an orderingof
the variables, i.e., each node is connected to all its descendants in the ordering) simply
represents the chain rule of probability. The complexity of probabilistic inference in
graphicalmodelsisrelatedtothenumberof(undirected)pathsthatexistbetweennodes
6Notice that we can equivalently write p
(ABC
)
=p
(B
)p
(A
jB
)p
(C
jA
) or p
(ABC
)
=p
(C
)p
(B
jA
)p
(A
jC
),
corresponding to the directed acyclic graphs B
! A
!C and B
  A
 C, respectively. In general, the same
set of independence assumptions can be encoded by different graphs – independence is encoded by missing
arrows, rather than dependence being encoded by arrows present. Causal interpretation of directed graphical
models therefore requires additional knowledge, e.g., an ordering of the variables (more on causality in
Section 4.3).
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a linear dependency order on the variables). Many inference algorithms for graphical
models convert the original graph into some kind of tree, whose nodes represent sets
of random variables whose distributions cannot be decomposed (cliques). A major
advantage of graphical models is that we can exploit well-known graph algorithms in
probabilistic inference.
4.1 Machine learning and digital communication
A compact but comprehensive introduction to different kinds of graphical models, and
probabilistic inference in those models, is given by Brendan Frey in the ﬁrst two chap-
ters of his book Graphical models for machine learning and digital communication
(MIT Press, 1998). Frey uses his own construction factor graphs, which are bipartite
graphs with one type of node for random variables and another for conditional proba-
bility distributions, to explain both Bayesian networks and random Markov ﬁelds. The
book is of particular interest because it draws connections between classiﬁcation, un-
supervised learning, data compression, and channel coding. Such connections are not
new: ever since William of Ockham’s dictum “entities should not be multiplied be-
yond necessity” people realised that it often pays off to choose a (syntactically) simple
hypothesis, culminating in approaches such as minimum description length and mini-
mum message length. Also, the idea that efﬁcient codes employ statistical knowledge
aboutthe source, by assigning shorter codes to more frequentmessages, has been well-
known since Shannon’s ground-breaking work on information theory. The interesting
aspect of Frey’s book is not the use of probability theory as the unifying framework,
but the use of graphical models.
For example, in Chapter 6 of his book Frey considers the problem of channel cod-
ing, where a binary vector transmitted over a non-ideal channel is corrupted by noise
(additive white Gaussian noise for simplicity). Problems associated with channel cod-
ing are to devise an appropriate code that allows error detection and correction (by
allowing sufﬁcient distance between the codewords, i.e., adding redundancy) and to
devise a decoder that performs the error correction in a near-optimal way. While many
channel decoders are algebraic, quantising the corrupted codeword and algebraically
determining the codeword that is closest in Hamming distance, probabilistic decoders
aim to make as much as possible of the unquantised channel output. Similar to alge-
braicdecoderswhichtakeadvantageofthealgebraicstructureofthecode,probabilistic
decoders employ probabilistic structure, and this is where graphical models come in.
For instance, a Hamming code with n input bits and p parity bits can be translated into
a Bayesian network consisting of two parts: one part connects the n unobserved input
variables to n observed output variables where the conditional probabilities are Gaus-
sian, and the other part connects the n input variables to p unobserved variables for the
parity bits, which are then connected to p observed (and corrupted) output variables.
While for simple Hamming codes exact probabilistic inference can be used to compute
the most likely codeword, in the case of more elaborate codes approximate probability
propagation algorithms need to be used. Codes that are analysed in this chapter from
theperspectiveof graphicalmodelsincludeconvolutionalcodesandthe ratheramazing
turbocodes, which come very close to Shannon’s theoretical limit.
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to pattern classiﬁcation, unsupervised learning, data compression, and channel coding
using a uniform conceptual framework and notation. It also introduces graphical mod-
els and gives some examples of the kind of problems to which the book is devoted.
Chapter 2 deals with exact and approximate inference in graphical models, including
Monte Carlo methods, variational inference, and Helmholtz machines (which couple
a generative Bayesian network with a recognition network meant to quickly recognise
the values of the hidden variables). Chapter 3 is devoted to classiﬁcation tasks. Un-
conventionally,most of the approachesstudied in this chapter learn one model for each
classoftrainingdata,whichmayignoresimilaritiesbetweenclasses(Ifoundthejustiﬁ-
cation of this approachless than convincing). The Bayesian network architecturescon-
sidered include autoregressive networks (while these are fully connected relative to an
orderingof the variables and thus do not encode any independenceassumptions, this is
balancedby the absence of hiddenvariables), multiple-cause networks which postulate
a hidden layer of unobserved variables connected to all observed variables, stochastic
Helmholtz machines, hierarchical networks, and ensembles of networks. These meth-
ods are experimentallytested on the well-known US Postal hand-writtendigits dataset,
andcomparedwith othermachinelearningmethods(naiveBayes, CART,andk-nearest
neighbour). The best performingmethods were the autoregressive classiﬁer and an en-
semble ofstochastic Helmholtz machines(with the formerrequiringmuch less training
time). The other machine learning methodsperformedpoorly on this task, possibly be-
cause on this dataset the use of one model per class is advantageous – but this is not
analysed. Incidentally, one of the things I learned from this chapter is the existence of
the DELVE system (data for evaluating learning in valid experiments), an environment
for evaluating learning algorithms [15].
Chapter 4 studies unsupervised learning tasks. In the context of probabilistic mod-
els, such tasks are naturally viewed as tasks in which there are unobserved variables
which ‘cause’ the data, whose values corresponds to clusters. Stochastic Helmholtz
machines are trained using the wake-sleep algorithm on an artiﬁcial dataset involving
noisy images containing horizontal and vertical bars. Other learning techniques em-
ployed are slice sampling and variational methods. Chapter 5 is concerned with data
compression. If we have a Bayesian network approximating the probability distribu-
tion over the binary vectors to be encoded, this network can be used to compress the
messages in a straightforward way. In case the network has hidden variables, this can
be viewed as a multi-valued source code, where there are many codewords for each
input vector dependingon the values of the hidden variables. Frey shows convincingly
how auxiliary data can be used to select the codeword, achieving a better communica-
tion rate than when always the shortestcodewordwould be chosen, as demonstratedby
two sets of experiments. Chapter 6 (with its 42 pages the longest in the book) has been
described above. In the ﬁnal chapter, Frey sketches what he sees as the main research
directions in machine learning and digital communication, using citations of some of
the experts in the ﬁeld.
Books which grew out of PhD dissertations do not always make good research
monographs,butthis one does. In less than 200 pagesFrey managesto conveya strong
sense of enthusiasmand excitementabout recent advancesin the use of graphicalprob-
abilistic models, to which he himself has contributed signiﬁcantly. This is not a text-
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be necessary, but those interested in the state of the art in graphical models and their
use in machine learning and digital communication should certainly read this book. It
is well-written and beautifully designed. Software used for some of the experiments
in the book can be found at http://mitpress.mit.edu/book-home.tcl?
isbn=026206202X.
4.2 Learning in graphical models
One volume which provides a lot of background on graphical models is Learning
in graphical models, edited by Michael Jordan (originally published in hardback by
Kluwer Academic Publishers in 1998, and as a paperback by MIT Press in 1999). The
volume arose from the proceedings of the International School on Neural Nets organ-
ised in 1996. The connection between graphical models and neural networks may not
seem an obvious one, but is in fact explored in several chapters in this volume. A
neural network can be treated as a graphical probabilistic model by associating a bi-
nary random variable with each node and interpreting the activation of the node as the
probability that the associated random variable takes one of its two values.
The book consists of four parts: Inference (8 chapters), Independence(2 chapters),
Foundations for Learning (2 chapters), and Learning from Data (11 chapters). With
one or two exceptions, the chapters within each part are alphabetically ordered on ﬁrst
author. There are 4 tutorial chapters in Part I and another one in Part III, which are
all of high quality and make this book a very useful resource. Most of the remaining
chapters are much more technical and concentrate on fairly speciﬁc topics, but some
others are, although more advanced than the tutorial introductions, of more general in-
terest. Personally I would have preferred a different organisation of the material, since
the present one is clearly imbalanced and seems to lack an inherent logic (for what
it’s worth, I would probably have started with a tutorial part, followed by an advanced
theory and algorithms part, followed by a learning part – possibly sub-divided into su-
pervised and unsupervisedlearning). Also, I don’t think the title is wholly appropriate,
since only about half of the papers directly concerns learning. Nevertheless, the tutori-
als can be strongly recommendedto anyonedesiring to have a deeper understandingof
the main issues in graphicalmodels, and the reader is likely to ﬁnd a few otherchapters
of direct interest. Below, I will describe my choice of the best chapters, including the
tutorials.
The ﬁrst two chapters in Part I are Introduction to inference for Bayesian networks
and Advanced inference for Bayesian networks, both by Robert Cowell. The ﬁrst tuto-
rial coversfairly basic material, leadingup to ‘moralisation’(turningthe directedgraph
into an undirected one, adding links between parents of the same node), triangulation
of the moral graph, and construction of the junction tree which has a node for each
clique in the triangulated graph. Inference algorithms on the junction tree are local, in
the sense that cliques only have to agree on the marginal probability that they assign
to nodes they have in common.7 The second tutorial covers more advanced material,
includingsampling,mostlikely conﬁgurations,andnetworkswith normallydistributed
7Junction trees are called join trees in relational databases.
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all practical purposes they constitute a single, comprehensiveintroduction to inference
in Bayesian networks.
Inferencealgorithmsfor Bayesian networksare oftenportrayedas message passing
algorithms. In her chapter in this volume, Rina Dechter proposes bucket elimination
as a unifying framework for probabilistic inference.8 The framework accommodates
algorithms for belief updating, ﬁnding the most probable explanation, the maximum a
posteriori hypothesis, and the maximum expected utility.
Exact inference in graphical models is often infeasible. In their tutorial chapter,
Jordan, Ghahramani, Jaakkola and Saul provide an introduction to variational meth-
ods for obtaining upper and lower bounds on local and global probabilities. The why
and how of variational methods is explained particularly clearly, concentrating on the
underlying principles rather than just giving the techniques.
The penultimate chapter in Part I, by David MacKay, gives an introduction to
Monte Carlo methods for generating samples from a given probability distribution
and estimating expectations of functions under that distribution. Techniques covered
include importance sampling, rejection sampling, the Metropolis method, and Gibbs
sampling.
Part III includes the well-known tutorial by David Heckerman on learning with
Bayesian networks, which I believe started life as a Microsoft research report, and
since then has been published in various guises. There is a distinction between learn-
ing the parameters of a given Bayesian network from data, and learning the structure
as well, which is a much harder problem. Heckerman does discuss the second prob-
lem (from a Bayesian perspective, i.e., updating a prior probability distribution over
possible model structures given the data), but as this is still a very active research area
the latest results are not included (the most recent references are from 1996). Hecker-
man includes a brief discussion of learning causal relationships, a fairly controversial
subject (see below).
Part IV contains no tutorial chapters and consists mostly of fairly short, technical
chapters. Of the longer chapters I would like to highlight the following two. Latent
variable models by Christopher Bishop investigates modelling of continuous hidden
variables. One interesting techniquestudied is a probabilistic versionof principalcom-
ponent analysis, which seeks to construct a system of orthonormal axes on which the
data (under projection) has maximum variance. Bishop demonstrates how this can be
applied to clustering, and also suggests a data visualisation method. Nir Friedman
and Moises Goldszmidt propose a technique for learning the parameters in a Bayesian
network by decomposition. Recall that a Bayesian network requires a probability dis-
tribution for each node in the network, conditional on its parents; for a node with n
parents, such a table has 2n entries. Describing such tables by e.g. decision trees does
not only compress them, it also leads to probabilistic models with fewer parameters
which therefore can be more reliably estimated, and which moreover are more accu-
rate. This is supported by experiments with data generated from three target networks.
All in all, this volume combines aspects of a textbook (the excellent tutorials), a
‘Readings in graphical models’ (the journal-quality papers I mentioned), and a con-
8A version of this chapter has been published as [6].
18ference proceedings. On the one hand, this leads to a certain imbalance in form and
content. On the other hand, it is obvious that a large audience will ﬁnd at least part
of the book useful. In conclusion, I would like to mention the index which is fairly
extensive for a collection of this kind.
4.3 Graphical models and causation
A volume which contains more controversial material is Computation, causation, and
graphicalmodels,editedbyClarkGlymourandGregoryCooper(AAAIPressandMIT
Press, 1999). Whereas standard classiﬁcation-oriented machine learning is concerned
with predicting some features from other features, causal prediction aims at predicting
the change in some features that will result if an intervention changes other features.
This is controversial because the traditional view is that causal inference from statis-
tical data only exhibiting correlations is impossible without performing randomised
controlled experiments.9 Nevertheless, the authors contributing to this collection ex-
plore methods of causal prediction that are based on the assumption that the unknown
causal structure can be adequately modelled by graphical representationssimilar to the
Bayesian belief networks discussed earlier (but now with a causal interpretation). Such
approaches search among large numbers of model structures, and can be called ‘data
mining for causal relationships’. Many statisticians distrust search for model struc-
tures, claiming that it will lead to overﬁtting (‘torturing the data until they confess’
– the term ‘data mining’ originated as a pejorative term in statistics) and relying on
parametric methods, where the model is chosen in advance and only its parameters are
estimated from the data.
The bookstarts with an introductorychapterby GregoryCooper,followed by eigh-
teen chapters organised in ﬁve parts: Causation, representation and prediction (two
chapters), Search (four chapters), Controversy over search (four chapters), Estimating
causal effects (three chapters), and Scientiﬁc applications (ﬁve chapters). The intro-
ductory chapter includes, besides the usual material on directed acyclic graphs and
the (causally interpreted) independence assumptions they encode, a discussion about
the nature of causality (i.e., local in time and space, and relative to the variables in
a model), and an overview of search methods and algorithms for causal discovery.
Broadly, these fall into two groups: constraint-based methods, which use tests of con-
ditional (in)dependence to constrain the causal relationships among model variables,
and Bayesian methods, which compute the probability that causal relationships exist.
In Part I, Chapter 2 by Spirtes et al. deals with prediction and experimental de-
sign with graphical causal models. It concentrates on a framework for experimental
design due to Rubin, in which some features are dispositional, i.e., propensities to give
a response to a treatment (e.g., fragility is a disposition to break if struck). A random
variable is associated with each dispositional feature and each value of the relevant
treatment variable. The next chapter by Judea Pearl discusses graphical tools for rea-
soning about causal relationships, foreshadowing a forthcoming book on causality.
9If the value of an attribute Ais randomised, the randomising device is the sole cause of A.I ti sc u s t o m a r y
to make a causal independence assumption, which states that if A does not cause B,a n dB does not cause A,
and there is no other variable which causes both A and B,t h e nA and B are independent. As the second and
third case are excluded in a randomised experiment, correlation between A and B implies that A causes B.
19Part II is devoted to search for causal model structures. Heckerman, Meek and
Cooper describe a Bayesian approachto causal discovery,using priors for model struc-
tures and model parameters. Scheines et al. describe their PC algorithm (implemented
in the Tetrad II system), which applies constraint-based search, as well as a different
kind of causal model called a structural equational model, which includes possibly
correlated error terms. Chapter 6 by Spirtes, Meek and Richardson investigates how
to deal with hidden variables, which are particularly consequential in causal modelling
as two variables which share a hidden cause may appear independent if the cause is
not taken into account. Chapter 7 by Richardson and Spirtes deals with discovery of
(cyclic)feedbackmodels. Ifoundthatthischapterrepeated(sometimesverbatim)quite
some material from Chapters 5 and 6, which could easily have been avoided given that
its authors contributed to all three chapters.
Part III, entitled ‘Controversyoversearch’, is certainly one of the most entertaining
and informative parts of the book. It starts with a chapter by James Robins and Larry
Wasserman entitled ‘On the impossibility of inferringcausation from association with-
outbackgroundknowledge’and is followedbya replyby Clark Glymour,Peter Spirtes
and Thomas Richardson with the title ‘On the possibility [...]’. This in turn is followed
by a ‘Rejoinder to Glymour and Spirtes’ by the ﬁrst two authors (note that Richardson
has mysteriously disappeared), and concluded by a brief ‘Response to rejoinder’ by
Glymour, Spirtes and Richardson. The editors summarise the discussion thus:
“Robins andWasserman say for any sample size there exist priorprobabil-
ities for which, conditional on the data, a true hypothesis about causation
has small probability; they show this by describing a procedure for revis-
ing priors as a function of sample size so that the truth is driven towards
a zero posterior probability as the sample size increases without bound.
Glymour, Spirtes, and Richardson reply that the revision procedure is un-
Bayesian, and that the priors needed are unrealistic. Robins and Wasser-
man reply that epidemiologists in fact have such priors. Glymour, Spirtes,
and Richardson reply that if epidemiologists really used such priors, then
their methods would be unreliable.” [10, p.303]
Part IV contains three chapters on parameter estimation in causal models. This in-
volves not only estimating parameters of the distributions governing the random vari-
ables in the models, but also estimating distributions arising from possible interven-
tions. Finally, Part V is devoted to applications of causal discovery in various ﬁelds,
including evolutionary biology, satellite data analysis, spectral data analysis, market
analysis, and database mining. All of these applications make use of the Tetrad II
system. The book concludes with an extensive 12-page index.
In conclusion, this book provides a fascinating overview of a relevant and rapidly
evolvingresearch area. Causal discoveryis obviouslycentral to manyﬁelds of science,
requiring a multi-disciplinary approach, an open mind, and a will to confront contro-
versy rather than swiping it under the carpet. All of these ingredientsare present in this
volume, making it an entertaining read. In addition, the book is beautifully produced.
My only slight reservation is that, from the papers cited and the distribution of authors
(several of whom contribute to four or even ﬁve chapters), one gets the impression
20that the perspective provided is perhaps biased towards particular approaches (some
pointers to work not covered in the book are provided in the preface).
5 Application areas
I would now like to (brieﬂy) draw attention to three books that are concerned with the
application of machine learning techniques in other ﬁelds of scientiﬁc inquiry: bioin-
formaticsandecology. For a machinelearningresearcher,such booksare importantfor
at least two reasons: they demonstrate that machine learning has gained respectability
asa usefulformofdata analysis, andtheyprovidenewfocalpointsof machinelearning
research.
The ﬁrst book is Bioinformatics: the machine learning approach by Pierre Baldi
and Søren Brunak (MIT Press, 1998). The authorsdeﬁne bioinformaticsas the compu-
tational analysis of biological sequences, i.e., linear descriptions of protein, DNA and
RNA molecules. Throughconcertedresearcheffortssuchasthehumangenomeproject
there is now an abundance of data awaiting interpretation, including sequence classi-
ﬁcation, similarity detection, recognising protein coding regions in DNA sequences,
predicting molecular structure and function, and reconstructing evolutionary history.
One of the unifying forces behind bioinformatics is the use of sequences (i.e., lists)
as the primary datastructure describing objects of interest. This also implies that stan-
dardmachinelearningalgorithmsare not immediatelyapplicable,as they often assume
that examples are described by ﬁxed-size attribute-value vectors. Bioinformatics thus
underlines the need for richer knowledge representation formalisms in machine learn-
ing, for instance the ﬁrst-order logic representations employed in inductive logic pro-
gramming. There are also clear analogies with speech recognition, natural language
processing, and information retrieval.
AnimportantvehicleinbioinformaticsistheHiddenMarkovModel(HMM),which
is a probabilistic automaton generating a probability distribution over sequences, by
specifyingfor each state transition probabilitiesto other states, and emission probabili-
ties governingthe symbol outputin that state. A randomwalk throughthe HMM, from
start state to stop state, generates one of several possible sequences of symbols (the
adjective ‘hidden’ refers to the fact that one cannot infer the state sequence from the
symbol sequence). There are a number of well-known algorithms for HMMs, includ-
ing the Viterbi algorithm for determining the most likely state sequence that generated
a given symbol sequence, the forward algorithm for generating a particular sequence,
and the Baum-Welch algorithm for estimating the probability parameters from a train-
ingset of sequences(a special case of the ExpectationMaximisationor EM algorithm).
Each of these techniques is brieﬂy explained in Chapter 7. The next chapter then gives
a number of applications of HMMs in bioinformatics. I found this one of the most
valuable chapters of the book, although without a certain sophistication in molecular
biology it is not always easy to understand the salient points of the application. There
is also a short chapteron stochastic grammars,a generalisationof HMMs(Chapter 11).
The other chapters in the book deal with machine learning techniques. However,
I was a bit surprised to see, besides the Bayesian methods required for HMMs, only
coverage of neural networks and a bit of genetic algorithms. In their preface, the au-
21thors write that “an often-met criticism of machine learning techniques is that they are
‘black box’ approaches: one cannot always pin down exactly how a complex neural
network, or hidden Markovmodel, reaches a particular answer”. This is true for neural
networks, but certainly less so for symbolic machine learning approaches like decision
trees or rule learning. Quite possibly, the choice of neural networksis the fact that they
provide an easily used ‘off-the-shelf’ technology: just specify the number of hidden
nodes and off you go. Also, it does lend further unity to the book, since the authors of-
fer a reconstruction of neural networks in terms of graphical probabilistic models (the
same point was noted in Section 4.2 above). However, I believe that the time of off-
the-shelf machine learning methods is over: machine learning methods will become
increasingly domain-dependent,requiring close collaboration between domain experts
and machine learning researchers, each of them having quite some understanding of
the other ﬁeld.
The book Biological sequence analysis: probabilistic models of proteins and nu-
cleic acidsby Durbin, Eddy,Kroghand Mitchison (CambridgeUniversity Press, 1998)
concentrates almost exclusively on HMMs and related methods, but does so in much
greater depth. The style of the book is fairly technical, with emphasis on the proba-
bilistic aspects, although there is discussion of practical sequence alignment problems
and many methods are illustrated by results obtained on real data. The authors have
provided scattered exercises (although many of them are of the type ‘prove the step
that we left out of the derivation of equation (X.Y)’) and thus seemed to have had a
textbook in mind. In the preface, they write: “Computational biology is an interdisci-
plinary ﬁeld. Its practitioners, includingus, come from diverse backgrounds,including
molecular biology, mathematics, computer science, and physics. Our intended audi-
ence is any graduate or advanced undergraduate student with a background in one of
these ﬁelds. We aim for a concise and intuitive presentation that is neither forbiddingly
mathematical nor too technically biological.”
Quite apart from its merits as a textbook, this book is a rich source of information
on DNA sequence analysis. Compared with Baldi and Brunak’s book, this one has
much more detail on the methods and algorithms used, but less on the biological side
of things. I would recommend Baldi & Brunak to those seeking a general introduction
to bioinformatics (it also has an extensive listing of web resources), and Durbin et al.
to those considering to make a serious study of sequence analysis.
Before concluding, I would like to mention the collection Machine learning meth-
ods for ecological applications (Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1999), edited by Alan
Fielding. It is aimed at introducing machine learning methods to a readership of pro-
fessional ecologists. Except for one chapter on equation discovery which is written by
a group of machine learning researchers from Slovenia, all chapters have been written
byecologistsand biologistsdiscussing the applicationof machinelearningto problems
such as the identiﬁcation of species, optimal mate choice, predicting species distribu-
tions and modelling landscape features. The breadth of machine learning techniques
coveredis considerable, and there is a wealth of ecological and biological case studies.
While the machine learning methods required in ecological applications are perhaps
less specialised than in the case of biological sequence prediction, there are issues,
such as unequal misclassiﬁcation costs, that require understanding of the ecological
backgroundsof the problem.
226 Concluding remarks
Many approaches, developments and application areas have been left out of this re-
view. Inductive logic programming is one of my own main areas of research; while I
certainly believe the approach holds great promise for the future, I felt a review from
a somewhat greater distance would be more beneﬁcial. Other areas of active research
include case-based reasoning and instance-based learning methods, where predictions
are based on a distance metric which is used to retrieve training instances that are most
similar to the newlyobservedone; constructiveinduction,which involvesthe construc-
tion of intermediate concepts or theoretical terms that are meaningful in the domain;
cost-sensitive classiﬁcation and subgroup discovery, where the emphasis is on iden-
tifying interesting sub-populations rather than classiﬁcation accuracy; meta-learning,
which is aimed at predicting which algorithm works best on a particular dataset; and
multi-strategy learning, which combines different learning approaches to solve practi-
cal problems. Promising application areas include information retrieval, text and web
mining,anddataanalysisin medicine. I am lookingforwardto futureliteraturereviews
and surveys of the many facets of machine learning.
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